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DIFFERENTIAL HARNACK INEQUALITIES FOR A
FAMILY OF SUB-ELLIPTIC DIFFUSION EQUATIONS
ON SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS
PAUL W.Y. LEE
Abstract. We prove a version of differential Harnack inequality
for a family of sub-elliptic diffusions on Sasakian manifolds under
certain curvature conditions.
1. Introduction
Harnack inequality is one of the most fundamental results in the the-
ory of elliptic and parabolic equations. For linear parabolic equations
in divergence form, this was first done in [14]. Since then, numerous
developments around this inequality were found. In [13], the, so called,
Li-Yau estimate was proved. This is a sharp gradient estimate for linear
parabolic equations on Riemannian manifolds with a lower bound on
the Ricci curvature. This estimate is also called a differential Harnack
inequality since one can recover the Harnack inequality by integrating
this estimate along geodesics.
There are many generalizations of the Li-Yau estimate for geometric
evolution equations. This includes the evolution equations for hyper-
surfaces [11, 7, 1], the Yamabe flow [8], the Ricci flow [10] and its
Ka¨hler analogue [5]. For a more detail account of these generalizations
as well as further developments, see [15].
There are also generalizations [2] of the Li-Yau estimate to linear
parabolic equations of the form
(1.1) ρ˙t = Lρt
under certain conditions called curvature-dimension conditions. Here
L is a second order linear elliptic operator without constant term. The
curvature-dimension conditions were recently generalized by [3] to ob-
tain Li-Yau type estimates for equations of the form (1.1), where L is
a linear sub-elliptic operator without constant term. The following is
one of the main results in [3] when the underlying manifold is Sasakian
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and the equation is the sub-elliptic heat equation (for the definition of
Sasakian manifolds and various related notions appeared in Theorem
1.1, see Section 2).
Theorem 1.1. [3] Assume that the manifold is Sasakian and satisfies
Rc ≥ 0. Then any positive solution of the sub-elliptic heat equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt
satisfies(
1 +
3
n
)
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horft|2+tn
3
|∇verft(x)|2 ≤
2n
(
1 + 3
n
)2
t
for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M , where ft = −2 log ρt.
We remark that a local version of the above estimate, which did not
take the curvature into account, appeared in an earlier work [6].
On the other hand, the author proved in [12] another version of the
differential Harnack inequality which is different from that of [2].
Theorem 1.2. [12] Let ρt be a positive solution of the equation
ρ˙t = ∆ρt + 〈∇ρt,∇U1〉+ U2ρt
on a compact Riemannian manifold of non-negative Ricci curvature.
Assume that
∆
(
−∆U1 − 1
2
|∇U1|2 + 2U2
)
≥ k3.
Then
2∆ log ρt +∆U1 ≥ −nak3
n
(t),
where
aK(t) =


√
K cot(
√
K t) if K > 0
1
t
if K = 0√−K coth(√−K t) if K < 0.
In this paper, we combine the ideas from [3] and [12] to obtain a
differential Harnack estimate for (1.1), where L is a linear sub-elliptic
operator (possibly with constant term). In fact, we allow L to have a
mild non-linearity (see Theorem 2.1 for the detail). In the case when
the manifold is Sasakian and L is linear, we have the following result.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that the manifold is a compact Sasakian and
it satisfies Rc ≥ 0. Let U1 and U2 be two smooth functions on M
satisfying
(1) V = ∆horU1 +
1
2
|∇horU1|2 − 2U2
(2) V ≤ κ1,
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(3) ∆horV +
n2
3κ2
(
1 + 3
n
)2 |∇verV |2 ≤ κ2,
for some positive constants κ1 and κ2. Then any positive solution of
the equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt + 〈∇horU1,∇horρt〉+ U2ρt
satisfies(
1 +
3
n
)
f˙t(x) +
1
2
|∇horft|2x − V (x)
+
(
1 +
n
3
)√ n
2κ2
tanh(c2t)|∇verft(x)|2 ≤ κ2
c2
coth(c2t) +
3κ1
n
for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M , where c2 = 1n+3
√
nκ2
2
and ft = −2 log ρt−
U1.
As usual, we can integrate the estimate in Theorem 1.3 and obtain
a Harnack estimate. Let
W (x) =
(
n
n+ 3
)2
V (x) +
3nK4
(n + 3)2
.
In this case, we consider the following cost function.
cs0,s1(x0, x1) = inf
I
∫ s1
s0
1
2
|γ˙(s)|2 +W (γ(s))ds
where I ranges over all smooth curves γ(·) such that γ˙(s) ∈ Dγ(s) for
all t in [s0, s1].
Corollary 1.4. Assume that the manifold is compact Sasakian and
it satisfies Rc ≥ 0. Let U1 and U2 be two smooth functions on M
satisfying
(1) V = ∆horU1 +
1
2
|∇horU1|2 − 2U2
(2) V ≤ κ1,
(3) ∆horV +
n2
3κ2
(
1 + 3
n
)2 |∇verV |2 ≤ κ2,
for some positive constants κ1 and κ2. Then any positive solution of
the equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt + 〈∇horU1,∇horρt〉+ U2ρt
satisfies
ρs1(x1)
ρs0(x0)
≥
(
sinh(c2s1)
sinh(c2s0)
)−(n+3)
· exp
(
− 1
2
(
U(x1)− U(x0) +
(
1 +
3
n
)
cs0,s1(x0, x1)
))
.
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for all s0, s1 ≥ 0 and all x0, x1 in M , where c2 = 1n+3
√
nκ2
2
.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The main results of this
paper are stated in Section 2. In [12], a moving frame argument was
used for the proof of Theorem 1.2 instead of the Bochner formula.
The advantage is that a matrix version of Theorem 1.2, generalizing
the matrix Hamilton-Li-Yau estimate for the heat equation [9], can be
proved using a very similar argument. Although there is no matrix
analogue of Theorem 1.3 in this paper, we show that a version of the
moving frame argument is possible in the present setting. This is done
in Section 3 and 4. The proofs of the main results are given in Section
5. Section 6 is an appendix devoted to some calculations needed in the
proofs.
2. The main results
In this section, we give the statements of the main results. First, let
us introduce the setup which is essentially the same as that of [3].
Let M be a Riemannian manifold and let us fix a distribution D (a
vector bundle of the tangent bundle TM) of rank k. We assume that
the orthogonal complement of D is spanned by n− k vector fields de-
noted by w1, ...,wn−k which satisfy certain symmetry conditions to be
specified. We will also assume that the vector field Xt is the horizontal
gradient ∇horft of a one-parameter family of functions ft defined on
the manifold M and specialize Lemma 3.4 to this case.
Let us call vectors or vector fields which are contained in the distri-
bution D horizontal. Let ψt be the flow of a vector field w. Assume
that ψt sends horizontal vector fields to horizontal ones and preserves
their lengths. If X1 and X2 are horizontal vector fields, then we have
〈(ψt)∗(X1),v〉 = 0 and 〈(ψt)∗(X1), (ψt)∗(X2)〉 = 〈X1, X2〉 .
for any vector field v which is in the orthogonal complement of D.
If we differentiate the above equations with respect to t, then we
obtain
〈[w, X1], w˜〉 = 0 and 〈∇X1w, X2〉+ 〈X1,∇X2w〉 = 0.
Therefore, we call a vector field w which satisfies the following two
conditions horizontal isometry:
• [wi, X1] is horizontal,
• 〈∇X1w, X2〉+ 〈X1,∇X2w〉 = 0,
for all horizontal vector fields X1 and X2.
Let v be a tangent vector of M . Then the projections of v onto
the distribution D and its orthogonal complement D⊥ are called the
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horizontal part vhor and the vertical part vver of v, respectively. Let
f : M → R be a smooth function. For the notation convenience, we
also denote the horizontal part and vertical part of the gradient ∇f by
∇horf and ∇verf , respectively. Let v1, ..., vk be a frame in D which is
orthonormal. Then the sub-Laplacian of f is defined by
∆horf =
∑
i
〈∇vi∇f, vi〉 .
Recall that the Ricci curvature Rc(v, v) is defined as the trace of
the following operator w 7→ 〈Rm(w, v)v, w〉. We define the horizontal
Ricci curvature Rchor by
Rchor(v, v) =
∑
i
〈Rm(vi, v)v, vi〉
and the vertical Ricci curvature Rcver by
Rcver(v, v) =
∑
i
〈Rm(ui, v)v, ui〉 .
Let ρt be a smooth positive solution of the following equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt + 〈∇U1,∇horρt〉+ U2ρt +Kρt log ρt
where U1, U2 are smooth functions on M and K is a constant.
Let ft be the one-parameter family of smooth functions defined by
ft = −2 log ρt − U1.
A computation shows that ft satisfies the following equation
(2.1) f˙t +
1
2
|∇horft|2 = ∆horft + V +Kft,
where V = ∆horU1 +KU1 +
1
2
|∇horU1|2 − 2U2.
We call a solution r of the problem
r˙(t) = F (r(t)), r(t)→∞ as t→ 0+
stable if there is a family of solutions rǫ of the following
r˙ǫ(t) = F (r(t)) + ǫ, rǫ(t)→∞ as t→ 0+
such that rǫ converges pointwise to rǫ.
Finally, recall that a distribution is involutive if the Lie bracket of
any two sections in the distribution is again in the distribution. The
following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the orthogonal complement D⊥ of the dis-
tribution D is involutive and is given by the span of n − k horizontal
isometries. Assume also that the following conditions hold:
(1) Rchor(v, v) + 3Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≥ K1|vhor|2 +K2|vver|2,
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(2) Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≤ K3|vhor|2,
(3) V ≤ K4,
(4) ∆horV +K5|∇verV |2 − 2K1V ≤ K6,
(5) a3(t) +
4K3
a2(t)
≥ 0,
(6) a˙1(t) +
2a1(t)a4(t)
k
+ (a1(t) + 1)
(
2K1 − a3(t)− 8K3a2(t)
)
= 0,
(7) a˙2(t)
2
−K2 − 4K3 + a2(t)
(
a2(t)
4K5
− a3(t)
2
+ a4(t)
k
− K
2
+K1
)
= 0,
(8) a˙3(t) +
2a3(t)a4(t)
k
+ (K − a3(t))
(
a3(t) +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
= 0.
for some positive constants K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6.
Let r(·) be a stable solution of
r˙(t) =
a4(t)
2
k
+K6 + 2
(
a3(t) +
4K3
a2(t)
)
K4
+
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
r(t)
with the condition r(t)→∞ as t→ 0+.
Then
∆horft(x) + a1(t)f˙t(x) +
a2(t)
2
|∇verft(x)|2 + a3(t)ft(x) ≤ r(t)
for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M .
In the case ρ˙t = ∆horρt, the proof of Theorem 2.1 gives the following
result which is one of the results in [3]. Note that, unlike [3], the cur-
vature conditions of the following result is written using a completely
Riemannian notations.
Corollary 2.2. Assume that the orthogonal complement D⊥ of the
distribution D is involutive and is given by the span of n−k horizontal
isometries. Assume also that the following conditions hold:
(1) Rchor(v, v) + 3Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≥ K2|vver|2,
(2) Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≤ K3|vhor|2,
for some positive constants K2, K3. Let ρt be a smooth positive solution
of the equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt
and let ft = −2 log ρt. Then
∆horft(x) + cf˙t(x)+2t
(
K2 − 4K3
c
)
|∇verft(x)|2
≤ 4(c+ 1)
2kK23
(cK2 − 4K3)(8K3 − cK2)t
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for all c > 4K3
K2
, all t ≥ 0, and all x in M .
If we set c = 6K3
K2
in Corollary 2.2, then the result further simplified
to the following.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that the assumptions in Corollary 2.2 hold.
Then
∆horft(x) +
6K3
K2
f˙t(x)+
2K2t
3
|∇verft(x)|2 ≤
k
(
1 + 6K3
K2
)2
t
for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M .
In the case ρ˙t = ∆horρt + 〈∇U1,∇horρt〉+ U2ρt, Theorem 2.1 gives
Corollary 2.4. Assume that the orthogonal complement D⊥ of the
distribution D is involutive and is given by the span of n−k horizontal
isometries. Assume also that the following conditions hold:
(1) Rchor(v, v) + 3Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≥ K2|vver|2,
(2) Rcver(vhor, vhor) ≤ K3|vhor|2,
(3) V ≤ K4,
(4) ∆horV +K5|∇verV |2 ≤ K6,
(5) K5 =
4k(c+1)2K23
cK6(8K3−cK2)
,
for some positive constants K2, K3, K4, K6 and c >
4K3
K2
. Let ρt be a
smooth positive solution of the equation
ρ˙t = ∆horρt + 〈∇U1,∇horρt〉+ U2ρt,
ft = −2 log ρt−U1, c1 = 2
√
K5
(
K2 − 4K3c
)
, and c2 =
√
cK2−4K3
cK5
. Then
∆horft(x) + cf˙t(x) +
c1 tanh(c2t)
2
|∇verft(x)|2 ≤ K6
c2
coth(c2t) + cK4
for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M .
Next, we recall the definition of Sasakian manifolds and show that
Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of Corollary 2.4. For a more detail dis-
cussion of Sasakian manifolds, see [4].
LetM be a 2n+1 dimensional manifold. A 1-form α onM is contact
if dαx is a non-degenerate 2-form on the kernel D of α (i.e.
Dx = {v ∈ TxM |α(v) = 0}
for each x).
Let J be a (1, 1)-tensor, w be a vector field, and α be a contact
1-form on M . The triple (J,w, α) is an almost contact structure of M
if the following conditions hold
(2.2) J2(v) = −v, α(w) = 1, J(w) = 0,
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where v is any vector in D.
An almost contact structure (J,w, α) is normal if
(2.3) [J, J ](w1, w2) + dα(w1, w2)w = 0
for any vector fields w1 and w2 onM , where [J, J ] denotes the Nijenhuis
tensor defined by
(2.4) [J, J ](w1, w2) = J
2[w1, w2]+[Jw1, Jw2]−J [Jw1, w2]−J [w1, Jw2].
An almost contact structure (J,w, α) together with a Riemannian
metric 〈·, ·〉 is called a almost contact metric structure if
〈Jv1, Jv2〉 = 〈v1, v2〉 and 〈w,w〉 = 1,
where v1 and v2 are vectors in D.
An almost contact metric structure is a contact metric structure
if 〈w1, Jw2〉 = dα(w1, w2). A Sasakian manifold is a manifold M
equipped with a contact metric structure which is normal.
An example of Sasakian manifolds is given by the Heisenberg group.
The underlying space M of the Heisenberg group is the 2n+ 1 dimen-
sional Euclidean space R2n+1. In this case, the contact form α is given
by
α = dz − 1
2
n∑
i=1
(yidxi − xidyi)
where {x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn, z} are coordinates on R2n+1.
In the Heisenberg group, the vector field w is given by w = ∂z. Let
Xi = ∂xi +
1
2
yi∂z and Yi = ∂yi − 12xi∂z . The Riemannian metric is
defined such that {X1, ..., Xn, Y1, ..., Yn,w} is an orthonormal frame.
The tensor J is defined by
JXi = −Yi, JYi = Xi, and Jw = 0.
Back to the general case, the Riemann curvature tensor Rm of a
Sasakian manifold satisfies the following properties.
Proposition 2.5. Let (M,J,w, α, 〈·, ·〉) be a Sasakian manifold. Then
the followings hold:
(1) (∇w1J)w2 = 12 (〈w1, w2〉w− 〈w, w2〉w1),
(2) ∇w1w = −12Jw1,
(3) w is a Killing vector field,
(4) Rm(w1, w2)w =
1
4
(〈w, w2〉w1 − 〈w, w1〉w2),
for all tangent vectors w1 and w2 on M .
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A proof of the above proposition can be found in [4]. Note that the
definition of the exterior differential dα of a differential 2-form α used
in this paper is
dα(w1, w2) = w1(α(w2))− w2(α(w1))− α([w1, w2]).
This is different from the one in [4] and so the above formulas are also
different from those in [4] by a multiplicative constant.
Recall that the Tanaka connection ∇¯ of a given almost contact metric
manifold is given by
∇¯w1w2 = ∇w1w2 +
1
2
〈w, w1〉 Jw2 + 1
2
〈w, w2〉 Jw1 − 1
2
〈Jw1, w2〉w.
The corresponding curvature Rm is given by
Rm(w1, w2)w3 = ∇¯w1∇¯w2w3 − ∇¯w2∇¯w1w3 − ∇¯[w1,w2]w3
and we denote by Rc the corresponding Ricci curvature
Rc(w1, w1) = trace(w2 7→
〈
Rm(w2, w1)w1, w2
〉
).
The following proposition shows that Sasakian manifolds provide
examples to the main results.
Proposition 2.6. The followings hold on a Sasakian manifold:
(1) Rcver(v, v) = Rcver(vhor, vhor) =
1
4
|vhor|2,
(2) Rchor(v, v) + 3Rcver(vhor, vhor) = Rc
hor(v, v) + 3
4
|vhor|2
= n
2
|vver|2 +Rc(vhor, vhor).
Proof. Clearly, we have
Rcver(v, v) = 〈Rm(w, v)v,w〉
= 〈Rm(w, vhor)vhor,w〉 = Rcver(vhor, vhor).
By Proposition 2.5, we also have
〈Rm(w, vhor)vhor,w〉 = 〈Rm(vhor,w)w, vhor〉 = 1
4
|vhor|2.
By Proposition 2.5 again, we have
〈Rm(w1, v)v, w2〉 = 〈Rm(w1, vhor)vhor, w2〉
+ 〈w, v〉 〈Rm(w1, v)w, w2〉+ 〈w, v〉 〈Rm(w1,w)vhor, w2〉
= 〈Rm(w1, vhor)vhor, w2〉+ 1
4
〈w, v〉2 〈w1, w2〉
= 〈Rm(w1, vhor)vhor, w2〉+ |vver|
2
4
〈w1, w2〉 .
(2.5)
By the definition of Tanaka connection,
∇¯XY
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is horizontal for any vector fields X and Y . Therefore, by Proposition
2.5, 〈∇¯vi∇¯vhorvhor, vj〉 = 〈∇vi∇¯vhorvhor, vj〉
= 〈∇vi(∇vhorvhor − 〈∇vhorvhor,w〉w), vj〉
= 〈∇vi∇vhorvhor, vj〉+
1
2
〈∇vhorvhor,w〉 〈Jvi, vj〉
= 〈∇vi∇vhorvhor, vj〉 .
(2.6)
Here we extend v to a vector field and still call it v.
Similarly, we also have〈∇¯vhor∇¯vivhor, vj〉 = 〈∇vhor∇¯vivhor, vj〉
= 〈∇vhor(∇vivhor − 〈∇vivhor,w〉w), vj〉
= 〈∇vhor∇vivhor, vj〉+
1
2
〈∇vivhor,w〉 〈Jv, vj〉
= 〈∇vhor∇vivhor, vj〉 −
1
4
〈Jv, vi〉 〈Jv, vj〉 .
(2.7)
By the definition of Tanaka connection, it also follows that〈∇¯[vi,vhor]vhor, vj〉
=
〈∇[vi,vhor]vhor, vj〉+ 12 〈w, [vi, vhor]〉 〈Jv, vj〉 .
(2.8)
Therefore, by combining (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), we obtain〈
Rm(vi, vhor)vhor, vj
〉
= 〈Rm(vi, vhor)vhor, vj〉
+
1
4
〈Jv, vi〉 〈Jv, vj〉 − 1
2
〈w, [vi, vhor]〉 〈Jv, vj〉
= 〈Rm(vi, vhor)vhor, vj〉+ 3
4
〈Jv, vi〉 〈Jv, vj〉 .
(2.9)
Since ∇¯XY is horizontal, we also have
(2.10)
〈
Rm(w, vhor)vhor,w
〉
=
〈
Rm(w, vhor)vhor, w
〉
= 0
for any vector field w.
Therefore, by (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10), the second assertion follows.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows immediately from Corollary 2.3 and
Proposition 2.6 with c = 6K3
K2
, K2 =
n
2
, K3 =
1
4
, and k = 2n. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Let γ(·) be a minimizer of the functional
γ(·) 7→ inf
I
∫ s1
s0
1
2
|γ˙(s)|2 +W (γ(s))ds,
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where I ranges over all smooth curves γ(·) such that γ˙(s) ∈ Dγ(s) for
all t in [s0, s1].
By Theorem 1.3,(
1 +
3
n
)
d
dt
ft(γ(t)) =
(
1 +
3
n
)
f˙t(γ(t)) +
(
1 +
3
n
)
〈∇horft(γ(t)), γ˙(t)〉
≤ −1
2
|∇horft|2x + V (x) +
K6
c2
coth(c2t) +
3K4
n
+
(
1 +
3
n
)
〈∇horft(γ(t)), γ˙(t)〉 .
By Young’s inequality, we have
(
1 +
3
n
)
d
dt
ft(γ(t)) ≤ V (γ(t)) + K6
c2
coth(c2t) +
3K4
n
+
1
2
(
1 +
3
n
)2
|γ˙(t)|2.
By integrating the above inequality, we obtain
(
1 +
3
n
)
(fs1(x1)− fs0(x0)) ≤
K6
c22
ln
(
sinh(c2s1)
sinh(c2s0)
)
+
(
1 +
3
n
)2
cs0,s1(x0, x1).
This result follows from this. 
3. Parallel adapted frames
In this section, we define convenient adapted frames along a path
called parallel adapted frames and use it to see how the linearization
of a flow changes.
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n equipped
with a distribution D (i.e. a sub-bundle of the tangent bundle) of rank
k. An orthonormal frame v1, ..., vk, u1, ..., un−k in the tangent space
TxM at a point x is an adapted frame if v1, ..., vk is contained in the
space Dx.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ : [0, T ] → M be a smooth path in M . Then there
exists a 1-parameter family of adapted frames
{v1(t), ..., vk(t), u1(t), ..., un−k(t)}
along γ(t) such that
(1) v˙i(t) is in the orthogonal complement of Dγ(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
(2) u˙j(t) is in Dγ(t) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− k.
Here v˙ denotes the covariant derivative of v(·) along γ(·).
Moreover, if {u¯1(t), ..., u¯n−k(t), v¯1(t), ..., v¯k(t)} is another such frame,
then there are orthogonal matrices O(1) and O(2) of sizes k × k and
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(n− k)× (n− k) (independent of time t), respectively, such that
v¯i(t) =
k∑
l=1
O
(1)
il vl(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
u¯j(t) =
N−k∑
s=1
O
(2)
js us(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ n− k.
Let u1, ..., un−k, v1, ..., vk be an adapted frame in Tγ(0)M . According
to the above lemma, there is a unique 1-parameter family of adapted
frames u1(t), ..., un−k(t), v1(t), ..., vk(t) defined along γ such that vi(0) =
v1 and uj(0) = uj for each i = 1, ..., k and each j = 1, ..., n−k. We call
u1(t), ..., un−k(t), v1(t), ..., vk(t) a parallel adapted frame defined along
γ which starts from u1, ..., un−k, v1, ..., vk.
Remark 3.2. The notion of parallel adapted frame is a generalization
of parallel transported frame in Riemannian geometry to the present
setting (see the end of this section for detail). The construction of the
above frame can be generalized to a more complicated setting where
we have a smoothly varying flags of subspaces instead of just one dis-
tribution.
Let ϕt be the flow of a vector field Xt defined by ϕ˙t = Xt(ϕt) and
ϕ0(x) = x. The linearization dϕt of ϕt satisfies
d
dt
dϕt(w) = ∇dϕt(w)Xt.
Here, we use d
dt
to denote covariant derivative along t 7→ ϕt(x).
Therefore, the change in dϕt is completely determined by the (1, 1)-
tensor w 7→ ∇wXt. We will investigate the equation satisfied by this
tensor. Let N(t) be the matrix representation of the (1, 1)-tensor w 7→
∇wXt with respect to the above parallel adapted frame at time t. More
precisely, the ij-th entry Nij(t) of N(t) is defined by
Nij(t) =


〈∇ui(t)Xt, uj(t)〉 if i ≤ n− k and j ≤ n− k〈∇ui(t)Xt, vj−n+k(t)〉 if i ≤ n− k and j > n− k〈∇vi−n+k(t)Xt, uj(t)〉 if i > n− k and j ≤ n− k〈∇vi−n+k(t)Xt, vj−n+k(t)〉 if i > n− k and j > n− k.
Similarly, let R(t) and M(t) be the matrix representations of the
bilinear form
w 7→ 〈Rm(w,Xt)Xt, w〉
and the (1, 1)-tensor
w 7→ ∇w(X˙t +∇XtXt),
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respectively, with respect to the given parallel adapted frame at time
t. Finally, let
W(t) =
(
0(n−k)×(n−k) W (t)
−W (t)T 0k×k
)
,
where W (t) is the (n− k)× k matrix with ij-th entry equal to
Wij(t) = 〈u˙i(t), vj(t)〉 .
Lemma 3.3. The 1-parameter family of matrices N(t) satisfies the
following matrix Riccati equation
N˙(t) = −N(t)2 −N(t)W(t)−W(t)TN(t)−R(t) +M(t).
Finally, we split each of N(t), R(t), and M(t) into four pieces
N(t) =
( N00(t) N01(t)
N10(t) N11(t)
)
, R(t) =
( R00(t) R01(t)
R10(t) R11(t)
)
,
M(t) =
( M00(t) M01(t)
M10(t) M11(t)
)
,
where N00(t), R00(t), and M00(t) are of size (n− k)× (n− k).
The following, which will be used in the later sections, is an imme-
diate consequence of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. The 1-parameter family of matrices N(t) satisfies the
following
N˙11(t) = −N11(t)2 −N10(t)N01(t)
−N10(t)W (t)−W (t)TN01(t)−R11(t) +M11(t).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let (v¯1(t), ..., v¯k(t), u¯1(t), ..., u¯n−k(t)) be a 1-parameter
family of adapted frames along the path γ(t). Let
(v1(t), ..., vk(t), u1(t), ..., un−k(t))
be any other such family. Then
vi(t) =
k∑
l=1
Oil(t)v¯l(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
where O(t) are orthogonal matrices of size k × k.
Let A(t) be the k × k matrix with ij-th entry equal to 〈 ˙¯vi(t), v¯j(t)〉.
Then 〈v˙i(t), vj(t)〉 = 0 for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k if and only if
O˙(t) = −O(t)A(t).
Since A(t) is skew symmetric, we have a solution O(t) to the above
ODE. Moreover, any solution is determined by its initial condition.
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This proves the result for vi(·). A similar procedure gives the result for
ui(·). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let
V (t) = (u1(t), ..., un−k(t), v1(t), ..., vk(t))
T
and
V˙ (t) = (u˙1(t), ..., u˙n−k(t), v˙1(t), ..., v˙k(t))
T ,
where {u1(t), ..., un−k(t), v1(t), ..., vk(t)} is a parallel adapted frame de-
fined along the curve t 7→ ϕt(x) as in Lemma 3.1.
By Lemma 3.1, we have
V˙ (t) =
(
0(N−k)×(N−k) W (t)
−W (t)T 0k×k
)
V (t) = W(t)V (t).
If we differentiate the above equation once more, then we obtain
V¨ (t) = W˙(t)V (t) +W(t)V˙ (t) = (W˙(t) +W(t)2)V (t).
Let Φt = (dϕt(v0(0)), ..., dϕt(v2n(0)))
T and let A(t) be the matrices
defined by
Φt = A(t)V (t).
It follows that
(3.1)
D
dt
Φt = (A˙(t) + A(t)W(t))V (t)
and
D
dt
D
dt
Φt =
(
A¨(t) + 2A˙(t)W(t) + A(t)W˙(t) + A(t)W(t)2
)
V (t).(3.2)
On the other hand, if we let γ(s) be a path such that γ′(0) = vi(0),
then
(3.3)
D
dt
dϕt(vi(0)) =
D
ds
Xt(ϕt(γ(s)))
∣∣∣
s=0
=
2n∑
j=0
Aij(t)∇vj(t)Xt(ϕt(x)).
By the definition of Rm, we also have
D
dt
D
dt
dϕt(vi(0)) +
2n∑
j=0
Aij(t)Rm(vj(t), Xt(ϕt(x)))Xt(ϕt(x))
=
D
ds
D
dt
Xt(ϕt(γ(s)))
∣∣∣
s=0
=
2n∑
j=0
Aij(t)
(
∇vj(t)(X˙t +∇XtXt)
)
(ϕt(x)).
(3.4)
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By (3.1) and (3.3), we have
(3.5) N(t) = A(t)−1A˙(t) +W(t).
By (3.2) and (3.4), we also have
A(t)−1A¨(t) + 2A(t)−1A˙(t)W(t)
+ W˙(t) +W(t)2 +R(t)−M(t) = 0.(3.6)
If we combine (3.5) and (3.6), then we obtain
N˙(t) = −N(t)2 −N(t)W(t)−W(t)TN(t)− R(t) +M(t)
as claimed. 
Before ending this section, let us discuss the relationships between
parallel transported frames and the Tanaka connection. In the usual
Riemannian case, if v1(t), ..., vn(t) is a parallel orthonormal frame de-
fined along a path γ, then one can define the covariant derivative v˙(t)
of a vector field
v(t) = a1(t)v1(t) + ... + an(t)vn(t)
defined along γ(t) by
v˙(t) = a˙1(t)v1(t) + ...+ a˙n(t)vn(t).
It is, of course, well-known that the covariant derivative is closely re-
lated to the corresponding Levi-Civita connection.
Similarly, one can define certain covariant derivative corresponding
to the above parallel transported frames. More precisely, let
w(γ(t)), v1(t), ..., v2n(t)
be a parallel transported frame defined along a path γ in an almost
contact metric manifold. If
v(t) = a0(t)w(γ(t)) + a1(t)v1(t) + ...+ a2n(t)v2n(t)
is a vector field defined along γ(t), then the covariant derivative D¯
dt
cor-
responding to the parallel transported frames of v(t) along γ is defined
by
D¯
dt
v(t) = a˙0(t)w(γ(t)) + a˙1(t)v1(t) + ... + a˙2n(t)v2n(t).
Note that the definition of D¯
dt
is well-defined.
The following lemma gives some basic properties of D¯
dt
and some of
its relationships with the Tanaka connection ∇¯. Since it is not needed
for the rest of the paper, the proof is omitted.
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Lemma 3.5. Let w(t), w1(t), and w2(t) be three vector fields defined
along a curve γ in an almost contact metric manifold. Let c1 and c2 be
two constants and let a(t) be a smooth function. Then
(1) D¯
dt
(c1w1(t) + c2w2(t)) = c1
D¯
dt
w1(t) + c2
D¯
dt
w2(t),
(2) D¯
dt
a(t)w(t) = a˙(t)w(t) + a(t) D¯
dt
w(t),
(3) D¯
dt
w = 0,
(4) if both w1(t) and w2(t) are contained in D, then
d
dt
〈w1(t), w2(t)〉 =
〈
D¯
dt
w1(t), w2(t)
〉
+
〈
w1(t),
D¯
dt
w2(t)
〉
,
(5) if Y is a vector field contained in D, then
D¯
dt
Y (γ(t)) = ∇¯γ˙(t)Y − 1
2
〈w, γ˙(t)〉 JY.
4. Distributions with Transversal Symmetries
In this section, we assume that the orthogonal complement of the
given distribution D is spanned by n−k horizontal isometries denoted
by w1, ...,wn−k We will also assume that the vector field Xt in the
previous section is the horizontal gradient ∇horft of a one-parameter
family of functions ft defined on the manifoldM and specialize Lemma
3.4 to this case.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that the orthogonal complement D⊥ of the dis-
tribution D is involutive and is given by the span of n − k horizontal
isometries. If ϕt is the flow of a time-dependent vector field ∇horft.
Then
d
dt
∆horft(ϕt) ≤ −1
k
(∆horft(ϕt(x)))
2 +∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
−Rchorϕt(x)(∇ft,∇ft) +Rcverϕt(x)(∇horft,∇horft)
− 4
∑
k
〈∇∇horftwk,∇wk∇horft〉ϕt(x) .
Proof. Let us use the notation as in Lemma 3.3 with Xt = ∇horft.
Recall that u1(t), ..., un−k(t), v1(t), ..., vk(t) is a parallel adapted frame
along the path t 7→ ϕt(x), where ϕt is the flow of ∇horft. By (1) of
Lemma 6.1, we have
tr(N11(t)) =
∑
i
〈∇vi(t)∇horft, vi(t)〉
=
∑
i
〈∇vi(t)∇ft, vi(t)〉 = ∆horft(ϕt(x)).
(4.1)
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By (1) of Lemma 6.1 and the symmetry of the Hessian, we also have
tr(N11(t)2) =
∑
i,j
〈∇vi(t)∇horf, vj(t)〉 〈∇vj(t)∇horf, vi(t)〉
=
∑
i,j
(〈∇vi(t)∇f, vj(t)〉− 〈∇vi(t)∇verf, vj(t)〉)
· (〈∇vj(t)∇f, vi(t)〉− 〈∇vj(t)∇verf, vi(t)〉)
=
∑
i,j
(〈∇vi(t)∇f, vj(t)〉+ 〈∇vj(t)∇verf, vi(t)〉)
· (〈∇vi(t)∇f, vj(t)〉− 〈∇vj(t)∇verf, vi(t)〉)
=
∑
i,j
〈∇vi(t)∇f, vj(t)〉2 −
∑
i,j
〈∇vj(t)∇verf, vi(t)〉2 .
Therefore, by (11) of Lemma 6.1 and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal-
ity, we have
tr(N11(t)2) ≥ 1
k
(∆horft(ϕt(x))
2 −Rchorϕt(x)(∇verf,∇verf).(4.2)
Let O(t) be a family of orthogonal matrices such that
ui(t) =
∑
j
Oij(t)wj(ϕt(x)).
It follows from (1) of Lemma 6.1 that
Wij(t) = 〈u˙i(t), vj(t)〉 =
∑
k
Oik(t) 〈∇∇horftwk(ϕt(x)), vj(t)〉
= −
∑
k
Oik(t)
〈∇vj(t)wk(ϕt(x)),∇horft(ϕt(x))〉
=
∑
k
Oik(t)
〈
wk(ϕt(x)),∇vj(t)∇horft
〉
=
〈∇vj(t)∇horft, ui(t)〉 .
Therefore, we have
(4.3) W (t)T = N10(t).
Therefore, the ij-th component of W (t)TN01(t) = N10(t)N01(t) is
given by∑
l
〈u˙l(t), vi(t)〉
〈∇ul(t)∇horft, vj(t)〉
=
∑
k,l,s
Olk(t) 〈∇∇horftwk(ϕt(x)), vi(t)〉Ols(t) 〈∇ws∇horft(ϕt(x)), vj(t)〉
=
∑
k
〈∇∇horftwk(ϕt(x)), vi(t)〉 〈∇wk∇horft(ϕt(x)), vj(t)〉
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and so
tr(N10(t)N01(t)) = tr(W (t)TN01(t))
=
∑
k
〈(∇∇horftwk)hor, (∇wk∇horft)hor〉ϕt(x) .(4.4)
The ij-th component of N10(t)N10(t)T is∑
k,s
Olk(t) 〈vi(t),∇∇horfwk〉Ols(t) 〈∇∇horftws, vj(t)〉
=
∑
k
〈vi(t),∇∇horfwk〉 〈∇∇horftwk, vj(t)〉 .
Therefore,
|N10(t)|2 = tr(N10(t)N10(t)T )
=
∑
k
|(∇∇horftwk)hor|2ϕt(x) = Rcverϕt(x)(∇horft,∇horft).(4.5)
By (1) and (3) of Lemma 6.1, it follows that
tr(M11(t)) =
∑
i
〈
∇vi(t)(∇horf˙t +∇∇horft∇horft), vi(t)
〉
= ∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
− 2
∑
i
〈∇vi(t)∇∇horf∇verf, vi(t)〉 .
On the other hand, we have, by (8) and (12) of Lemma 6.1,∑
i
〈∇vi(t)∇∇horft∇verft, vi(t)〉 =
∑
i,l
〈∇vi(t) (wlf∇∇horftwl) , vi(t)〉
= Rchorϕt(x)(∇ft,∇verft) +
∑
l
〈∇hor(wlft),∇∇horftwl〉ϕt(x)
= Rchorϕt(x)(∇ft,∇verft) +
∑
l
〈(∇
wl
∇horft −∇∇horftwl)hor,∇∇horftwl〉ϕt(x) .
Therefore, by combining this with (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5),
we obtain
d
dt
∆horft(ϕt) =
d
dt
tr (N11(t))
= −tr(N11(t)2)− 2tr(N10(t)N01(t))− |N10(t)|2 − tr(R11(t)) + tr(M11(t))
≤ −1
k
(∆horft(ϕt(x)))
2 −Rchorϕt(x)(∇ft,∇ft) +Rcverϕt(x)(∇horft,∇horft)
− 4
∑
k
〈(∇∇horftwk)hor, (∇wk∇horft)hor〉ϕt(x) +∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
.
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
5. Proof of the main results
This section is devoted to the proofs of the main results. We begin
with
Lemma 5.1. Assume that the orthogonal complement D⊥ of the dis-
tribution D is involutive and is given by the span of n − k horizontal
isometries. Then the followings hold:
(1) d
dt
(ft(ϕt)) = −f˙t(ϕt) + 2∆horft(ϕt) + 2V (ϕt) + 2Kft(ϕt),
(2) d
dt
(f˙t(ϕt)) = ∆horf˙t(ϕt) +Kf˙t(ϕt),
(3) d
dt
(
1
2
|∇verft|2ϕt
)
= ∆hor
(
1
2
|∇verft|2
)
(ϕt)
−∑i |(∇wi∇horft −∇∇horftwi)hor|2ϕt + 〈∇verft,∇V 〉ϕt.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The first assertion follows from (2.1). By (2.1),
we have
d
dt
(f˙t(ϕt)) =
d
dt
(
−1
2
|∇horft|2ϕt +∆horft(ϕt) + V (ϕt) +Kft(ϕt)
)
= −
〈
∇horft,∇horf˙t
〉
ϕt
− 1
2
〈∇|∇horft|2,∇horft〉ϕt +∆horf˙t(ϕt)
+ 〈∇hor∆horft,∇horft〉+ 〈∇V,∇horf〉+Kf˙t(ϕt) +K|∇horft|2ϕt
= ∆horf˙t(ϕt) +Kf˙t(ϕt).
By (1) and (8) of Lemma 6.1, we have
〈∇hor(wif),∇horf〉 = 〈∇wi∇horf −∇∇horfwi,∇horf〉
=
〈
∇
(
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
,wi
〉
.
Therefore, by combining this with (2.1), we have
d
dt
(
1
2
|∇verft|2ϕt
)
=
∑
i
wift(ϕt)
d
dt
(wift(ϕt))
=
∑
i
wift(ϕt)
(
wif˙t(ϕt) + 〈∇horft,∇hor(wift)〉ϕt
)
=
∑
i
wift(ϕt)wi(∆ft + V +Kft)(ϕt)
= 〈∇verft,∇∆horft +∇V 〉ϕt +K|∇verf |2ϕt.
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Finally, by (10) of Lemma 6.1, we obtain
d
dt
(
1
2
|∇verft|2ϕt
)
= ∆hor
(
1
2
|∇verft|2
)
(ϕt) +K|∇verft|2ϕt
−
∑
i
|(∇
wi
∇horft −∇∇horftwi)hor|2ϕt + 〈∇verft,∇V 〉ϕt .

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 4.1 and (12) of Lemma 6.1,
d
dt
∆horft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
− 2a4(t)
k
∆horft(ϕt) + ∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
(ϕt)
−Rchorϕt (∇ft,∇ft)− 3Rcverϕt (∇horft,∇horft)
− 4
∑
k
〈∇∇horftwk,∇wk∇horft −∇∇horftwk〉ϕt .
By Young’s inequality and (12) of Lemma 6.1, the above inequality
becomes
d
dt
∆horft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
− 2a4(t)
k
∆horft(ϕt) + ∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
(ϕt)
+ a2(t)
∑
k
|(∇∇horftwk −∇wk∇horft)hor|2ϕt +
4
a2(t)
Rcverϕt (∇horft,∇horft)
−Rchorϕt (∇ft,∇ft)− 3Rcverϕt (∇horft,∇horft).
Using the first and the second assumptions,
d
dt
∆horft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
− 2a4(t)
k
∆horft(ϕt) + ∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
(ϕt)
+ a2(t)
∑
k
|(∇∇horftwk −∇wk∇horft)hor|2ϕt
+
4K3
a2(t)
|∇horft|2ϕt −K1|∇horft|2ϕt −K2|∇verft|2ϕt .
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Let Ft(x) = ∆horft(x)+a1(t)f˙t(x)+
a2(t)
2
|∇verft(x)|2+a3(t)ft(x). By
Lemma 5.1, we have
d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
− 2a4(t)
k
∆horft(ϕt) + ∆hor
(
f˙t +
1
2
|∇horf |2
)
(ϕt)
+
4K3
a2(t)
|∇horft|2ϕt −K1|∇horft|2ϕt −K2|∇verft|2ϕt + a˙1(t)f˙t(ϕt) +
a˙2(t)
2
|∇verft|2ϕt
+ a˙3(t)ft(ϕt) + a1(t)∆horf˙t(ϕt) + a1(t)Kf˙t(ϕt) + a2(t)∆hor
(
1
2
|∇verft|2
)
(ϕt)
+ a2(t) 〈∇verft,∇V 〉ϕt + a3(t)(−f˙t(ϕt) + 2∆horft(ϕt) + 2V (ϕt) + 2Kft(ϕt)).
By (2.1) and collecting terms, we obtain
d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
+∆horFt +∆horV + 2a3(t)V (ϕt)
+ 2
(
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
)
V +
(
a˙2(t)
2
−K2
)
|∇verft|2ϕt
+
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K + 2
(
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
))
∆horft
+
(
a˙1(t) + a1(t)K − a3(t)− 2
(
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
))
f˙t(ϕt)
+
(
a˙3(t) + 2Ka3(t) + 2K
(
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
))
ft(ϕt)
+ a2(t) 〈∇verft,∇V 〉ϕt .
By Young’s inequality and the definition of Ft, we obtain
d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
+∆horFt(ϕt) + ∆horV (ϕt) + 2a3(t)V (ϕt)
+K5|∇verV |2ϕt +
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
Ft(ϕt)
+ 2
(
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
)
V (ϕt) +
(
a˙2(t)
2
−K2 − 4K3
)
|∇verft|2ϕt
+ a2(t)
(
a2(t)
4K5
− a3(t)
2
+
a4(t)
k
− K
2
+K1
)
|∇verft|2ϕt
+
(
a˙1(t) +
2a1(t)a4(t)
k
+ (a1(t) + 1)
(
2K1 − a3(t)− 8K3
a2(t)
))
f˙t(ϕt)
+
(
a˙3(t) +
2a3(t)a4(t)
k
+ (K − a3(t))
(
a3(t) +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
))
ft(ϕt).
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By assumptions (6), (7), and (8), the inequality becomes
d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
+∆horFt(ϕt) + ∆horV (ϕt) +K5|∇verV |2ϕt
+
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
Ft(ϕt)
+ 2
(
a3(t) +
4K3
a2(t)
−K1
)
V (ϕt).
By assumptions (3), (4), and (5),
d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t)
2
k
+∆horFt(ϕt) +K6 + 2
(
a3(t) +
4K3
a2(t)
)
K4
+
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
Ft(ϕt).
Let ǫ > 0 and let rǫ(·) be a solution of
r˙ǫ(t) =
a4(t)
2
k
+K6 + 2
(
a3(t) +
4K3
a2(t)
)
K4
+
(
a3(t)− 2a4(t)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t)
− 2K1
)
rǫ(t) + ǫ.
with condition rǫ(t)→∞ as t→ 0.
Let t0 > 0 be the first time where there is a point x in M satisfying
Ft0(ϕt0(x)) = r(t0). Then
r˙ǫ(t0) ≤ d
dt
Ft(ϕt) ≤ a4(t0)
2
k
+K6 + 2
(
a3(t0) +
4K3
a2(t0)
)
K4
+
(
a3(t0)− 2a4(t0)
k
+K +
8K3
a2(t0)
− 2K1
)
rǫ(t0) < r˙ǫ(t0)
which is a contradiction.
Therefore, Ft(x) < rǫ(t) for all t ≥ 0 and all x in M . The result
follows from stability of r. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. This follows from Theorem 2.1 by setting K1 =
K = 0, a3 ≡ 0, a1 ≡ c, a4(t) = 4(c+1)kK3ca2(t) , a2(t) = 2
(
K2 − 4K3c
)
t, and
r(t) =
4(c+1)2kK2
3
(cK2−4K3)(8K3−cK2)t
. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. If we set K1 = K = 0, a3 ≡ 0, a1 ≡ c is a con-
stant, a2(t) = c1 tanh(c2t), a4(t) =
4k(c+1)K3
ca2(t)
, and K5 =
4k(a1+1)2K23
a1K6(8K3−a1K2)
in Theorem 2.1. Then a computation shows that r(t) = K6
c2
coth(c2t) +
cK4 and the result follows from Theorem 2.1 
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6. Appendix
In this appendix, we provide the detail calculations that we used in
the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that the assumptions in Lemma 4.1 hold. Let
w1, ...,wn−k be the horizontal isometries which span D
⊥. Let X1 and
X2 be vector fields contained in D and let Z be a vector field contained
in D⊥. Then the followings hold:
(1) 〈∇X1Z,X2〉 = −〈∇X2Z,X1〉,
(2) ∇vivi is horizontal,
(3) ∇wiwj is vertical,
(4) ∇vjwi is horizontal,
(5) ∇∇horf∇horf = 12∇hor|∇horf |2 − 2(∇∇horf∇verf)hor,
(6)
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇f, vj〉 = 0,
(7)
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇horf, vj〉 = −∑j 〈∇vj∇horf, [wi, vj]〉,
(8) ∇hor(wif) = (∇wi∇horf −∇∇horfwi)hor,
(9) ∆hor(wif) = wi(∆horf),
(10) ∆hor
(
1
2
|∇verf |2
)
= 〈∇verf,∇∆horf〉+
∑
i |(∇wi∇horf−∇∇horfwi)hor|2,
(11) Rchor(∇verf,∇verf) =
∑
j |(∇vj∇verf)hor|2,
(12) Rchor(∇f,wi) =
∑
j
〈∇vj∇∇horfwi, vj〉,
(13) 〈Rm(vj,wi)wj , vj〉 =
〈∇vjwi,∇vjwj〉.
Proof. By assumption, we have
〈∇
wi
X1, X2〉+〈∇wiX2, X1〉 = wi 〈X1, X2〉 = 〈[wi, X1], X2〉+〈[wi, X2], X1〉 .
This gives (1).
It follows from (1) that
〈∇vivi, wj〉 = −〈vi,∇viwj〉 = 0
which is (2).
Since D is involutive, we also have
〈∇
wi
wj, vk〉 = −〈wj,∇wivk〉 = −〈wj,∇vkwi〉
= 〈∇vkwj,wi〉 =
〈∇
wj
vk,wi
〉
= − 〈vk,∇wjwi〉 = −〈vk,∇wiwj〉 .
This gives (3).
Since 〈∇vjwi,wk〉 = 〈∇wivj ,wk〉 = −〈vj,∇wiwk〉 = 0,
(4) holds.
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The statement (5) follows from
〈
1
2
∇|∇horf |2, X1
〉
= 〈∇X1∇horf,∇horf〉
= 〈∇X1∇f,∇horf〉 − 〈∇X1∇verf,∇horf〉
= 〈∇∇horf∇f,X1〉+ 〈∇∇horf∇verf,X1〉
= 〈∇∇horf∇horf,X1〉+ 2 〈∇∇horf∇verf,X1〉 .
Since wi is a horizontal isometry, [wi, vj] is horizontal. Therefore,
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇f, vj〉 =
∑
j
〈∇vj∇f, [wi, vj ]〉
=
∑
j,k
〈∇vj∇f, vk〉 〈vk, [wi, vj]〉
= −
∑
j,k
〈∇vj∇f, vk〉 〈vj , [wi, vk]〉 = 0
which is (6).
It follows from (1) and (6) that
0 =
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇f, vj〉 =
∑
j
〈∇vj∇f, [wi, vj]〉
=
∑
j
〈∇vj∇horf, [wi, vj]〉 + 〈∇vj∇verf, [wi, vj ]〉
=
∑
j
〈∇vj∇horf, [wi, vj]〉− 〈∇[wi,vj ]∇verf, vj〉 .
By (6), we also have
0 =
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇horf, vj〉+
∑
j
〈∇[wi,vj ]∇verf, vj〉 .
Therefore, (7) follows.
Statement (8) follows from
〈∇(wif), vj〉 =
〈∇vj∇f,wi〉 + 〈∇horf,∇vjwi〉+ 〈∇verf,∇vjwi〉
= 〈∇
wi
∇f, vj〉+
〈∇horf,∇vjwi〉+ 〈∇verf,∇wivj〉
= 〈∇
wi
∇horf, vj〉 − 〈∇∇horfwi, vj〉 .
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By (1) and (8), we have
∆hor(wif) =
∑
j
〈∇vj (∇wi∇horf −∇∇horfwi), vj〉
=
∑
j
〈∇
wi
∇vj∇horf, vj
〉− 〈∇∇horf∇vjwi, vj〉
+
∑
j
〈∇[vj ,wi]∇horf −∇[vj ,∇horf ]wi, vj〉 .
By (1), (3), and (4), the above equation becomes
∆hor(wif) =
∑
j
〈∇
wi
∇vj∇horf, vj
〉− 〈∇∇horf∇vjwi, vj〉
+
∑
j
〈∇[vj ,wi]∇horf, vj〉+ 〈∇vjwi,∇vj∇horf〉− 〈∇vjwi,∇∇horfvj〉 .
By (1) and (7),
∆hor(wif) =
∑
j
〈∇
wi
∇vj∇horf, vj
〉
−
∑
j
〈∇vj∇horf, [vj ,wi]〉 + 〈∇vjwi,∇vj∇horf〉
=
∑
j
〈∇
wi
∇vj∇horf, vj
〉
+
∑
j
〈∇vj∇horf,∇wivj〉 .
This, together with (6), gives (9).
By (8) and (9), we have
∆hor
(
1
2
|∇verf |2
)
=
∑
i,j
(viwjf)
2 +
∑
j
wjf∆hor(wjf)
=
∑
j
|∇hor(wjf)|2 + 〈∇verf,∇∆horf〉
=
∑
j
|(∇
wi
∇horf −∇∇horfwi)hor|2 + 〈∇verf,∇∆horf〉
which is (10).
By (3), ∇∇verf∇verf is vertical. Therefore, by (1), we have
Rchor(∇verf,∇verf) = −
∑
j
〈∇∇verf∇vj∇verf, vj〉−
∑
j
〈∇[vj ,∇verf ]∇verf, vj〉 .
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By (1), the above becomes
Rchor(∇verf,∇verf) =
∑
j
(〈∇vj∇verf,∇∇verfvj〉+ 〈∇vj∇verf, [vj,∇verf ]hor〉)
=
∑
j
(〈∇vj∇verf, (∇∇verfvj)ver〉+ |(∇vj∇verf)hor|2) .
It follows from (4) that ∇∇verfvj is horizontal. Therefore, (11) holds.
By (1) and (3),
Rchor(∇f,wi) =
∑
j
〈∇vj∇∇horfwi, vj〉+ 〈∇vjwi,∇∇fvj〉− 〈∇[vj ,∇f ]wi, vj〉
=
∑
j
〈∇vj∇∇horfwi, vj〉+ 〈∇vjwi,∇∇fvj〉+ 〈∇vjwi, [vj ,∇f ]〉
=
∑
j
〈∇vj∇∇horfwi, vj〉+ 〈∇vjwi,∇vj∇f〉 .
Statement (12) follows since∑
j
〈∇vjwi,∇vj∇f〉 =
∑
j,k
〈∇vjwi, vk〉 〈vk,∇vj∇f〉 = 0
by (1).
By (1) and (3), we have
〈Rm(vj ,wi)wk, vj〉 =
〈∇vjwk,∇wivj〉+ 〈∇vjwk, [vj,wi]〉
=
〈∇vjwi,∇vjwk〉
which is (13). 
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